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WHITE DWARFS AS A SOURCE OFCONSTRAINTS ON EXOTIC PHYSICS�Beata Male and Marek BiesiadaInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: beata�server.phys.us.edu.ple-mail: mb�imp.sosnowie.pl(Reeived Otober 12, 2001)In this paper we brie�y review main ideas underlying the onstraintson exoti physis oming from Astrophysis already used by the others.Next we present a new bound oming from the White Dwarf ooling. Suhstringent bound is possible due to aurate measurements o�ered by astro-seismology. Spei�ally we onsider the G117-B15A pulsating white dwarf(ZZ Ceti star) for whih the speed of the period inrease has been au-rately measured for its fundamental osillation mode. It has been laimedthat this mode deteted in G117-B15A is perhaps the most stable osillationever reorded in the optial band. Then we review our result onerning thebounds on ompati�ation sale in the theory with large extra dimensionsaording to Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali. Beause an additionalhannel of energy loss (Kaluza�Klein gravitons) would speed up the oolingrate, one is able to use the aforementioned stability to derive a bound onompati�ation sale. We �nd the lower bound on ompati�ation saleto be Ms > 14:3 TeV=2 whih is more stringent than solar or red-giantbounds, as well as the bound oming from LEP. In �nal setion we point outthat pulsating hot �pre-White Dwarf� PG 1159-035 (GW Virginis) whoseosillation period inreases at the rate of the order of magnitude larger thanpredited ould be a promising objet for further investigations.PACS numbers: 95.85.Ry, 95.30.Cq, 97.10.Sj, 97.20.Rp
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3684 B. Male, M. Biesiada1. IntrodutionLast entury witnessed a suessful appliation of standard physis ineluidating the properties of elestial bodies whih onsequently an be usedas a soure of � sometimes strong � bounds. The idea that astrophysialonsiderations an onstrain �exoti� physis is not a new one. For exampleit has been implemented to onstrain the axion mass [1℄. The main ideahere is that if �exoti� physis to be tested predits the existene of weaklyinterating partiles whih an be produed in stellar interiors suh weaklyinterating partiles would serve as an additional soure of energy loss inmany ways in�uening the ourse of stellar evolution.There are three main soures of astrophysial bounds invoked in this on-text. First is the Sun whih is a hydrogen burning main sequene star withradiative interior. Bak reation in response to inreased energy loss resultsin rising the internal temperature and shrinking of the radiative interior (fordetails see [1℄). Beause enhaned temperature inreases the rates of nulearreations this would exaerbate solar neutrino problem. Moreover, helioseis-mology provides an aurate estimate of the internal pro�le of isothermalsound speed squared [2℄. The most aurate value of this quantity, whih isproportional to temperature, refers to the radius r = 0:2 R�. This providesan e�etive mean to onstrain exoti soures of energy loss.The seond soure of bounds omes from red giants � stellar evolution-ary phase after the hydrogen has been exhausted and whih lasts until thehelium ignition takes plae during the so alled helium �ash. Additionalooling would result in one of the following e�ets. First of all helium �ashwould not our if ooling was too e�etive. If additional ooling is less ef-fetive (so that helium �ash eventually takes plae) the red giant tip on theHertzsprung�Russel diagram would be loated higher above the HorizontalBranh and the time spent on a Horizontal Branh would be shortened. Allthese e�ets ould be tested on HR diagrams for globular lusters [1℄.The last and the most e�etive of traditional soures of bounds omesfrom SN1987a � more spei�ally from the observed duration of neutrinopulse. The pulse would be shortened had the nasent neutron star ooleddown more rapidly than standard theory predited.In this paper we onsider another lass of astrophysial objets for whihthe ooling rate is known from observations, namely the pulsating whitedwarfs. We will fous our attention on ZZ Ceti star G117-B15A whih wasonsidered previously as a tool of testing fundamental physis (in the ontextof axion emission) [1, 3℄ and then we will extend our disussion to the hotpre-white dwarf star GW Vir for whih there exist reliable data on the rateof ooling.



White Dwarfs as a Soure of Constraints on Exoti Physis 36852. White dwarf astroseismology as a probe of ooling rateAs we have already pointed out, the main idea of astrophysial on-straints on exoti physis is to onsider the e�ets1 of additional oolingmehanism o�ered by new kinds of weakly interating partiles predited bythese theories.White dwarfs onstitute another lass of objets where astronomial ob-servations provide useful limits on new stellar energy losses. These ompatobjets are the remnants of stars with initial masses of up to several M�after they asended the asymptoti giant branh, had lost their envelopesin the planetary nebula stage and developed a degenerate arbon�oxygenore2. Their subsequent evolution is governed by ooling, �rst dominatedby neutrino losses throughout their volumes, later by surfae photon emis-sion. This suggested a very simple approah �rst formulated by Mestel [4℄.If we assume that surfae photon emission (thermal ooling) is the mainsoure of white dwarf's energy one an write:L = �dUdt = ��U�T dTdt = �CvMdTdt ; (1)where U denotes the internal (thermal) energy of the star, T is the entraltemperature, M is the mass of the white dwarf and Cv is onstant volumeheat apaity. To solve this equation one needs a relation between L and T:Suh a relation an be obtained from the struture equations assuming ananalyti power law expression for the opaity (Kramer's law). In the endone an write the following formula relating the luminosity L and entraltemperature T : LM = 9:743 10�21T 3:5 L�M� : (2)During past few deades, astronomers inferred the ooling speed obser-vationally from the white dwarf luminosity funtion, i.e. the white dwarfnumber density per brightness interval. The measured luminosity funtionreveals that there are few bright white dwarfs and many faint ones. Theshape of best �tted line is in good agreement with the Mestel's ooling law(at least at the faint end of the urve where photon ooling is a dominantproess). This is somewhat surprising but it owes to the fat that sev-eral later improvements in the theory of white dwarfs ooling and strutureturned out to have anelling e�ets when integrated over whole evolution-ary time span. The observed luminosity funtion dips at the bright end due1 We atually use the auray to whih the observations of real objets agree with ourstandard theoretial piture to derive the bounds.2 The mass of the resulting white dwarf star is typially of order of 0:6 M�:



3686 B. Male, M. Biesiadato neutrino emission whih quikly swithes o� as the star ools. The lumi-nosity funtion drops sharply at the faint end. Even the oldest white dwarfshave not yet ooled any further, implying that they were born 8�12 Gyrago, in good agreement with the estimated age of the galaxy. Therefore, anovel ooling agent annot be muh more e�etive than the surfae photonemission. This was the main onlusion used so far in disussing the astro-physial bounds for exoti physis derivable form the astrophysis of whitedwarfs [1℄.Now, with an advent of astroseismologial tehniques we have at handa new more aurate possibility of traing atual rate of white dwarf ool-ing. Namely, in a ertain range of surfae temperatures white dwarfs arepulsationally unstable and are observed as the so alled ZZ Ceti stars. Thepulsation period of suh stars, whih is of the order of a few minutes, de-pends on the luminosity, and the period derease gives a diret informationabout the ooling speed. Let us be a little bit more spei� on this issue.Extensive theoretial studies of non-radial osillations of white dwarfshad been arried out long time ago [5℄. Appropriate theory of stellar os-illations onsists in linearising the Poisson equation as well as equationsof momentum, energy and mass onservation with respet to small non-radial perturbations [6℄. These perturbations (whih in ZZ Ceti stars arethe so alled g-modes) an have osillatory behaviour / exp(�i�t), where�2 / �A. The quantity A is determined by thermodynamial propertiesof stellar matter: A = d ln �dr � 1�1 d ln pdr ; where: � denotes the density, r �radial oordinate, p is the pressure and �1 is the �rst adiabati index [6℄.It is also illustrative to see the onnetion between osillations and onve-tive instability. Namely, if an element of a strati�ed spherially symmetri�uid is displaed from the radius r to r + Ær then the buoyany fore perunit volume ating upwards on this element is �gAÆr: Hene if A < 0 theelement tends to return to the original position (we say that �uid is stableagainst onvetion) and in dissipationless �uid the element osillates withthe so alled Brunt�Väisäilä frequeny N; where N2 = �Ag: For small jAjfrequenies of the g-modes are approximately equal to the Brunt�Väisäiläfrequeny.Now, for a zero-temperature degenerate eletron gas A = 0 meaning thatno g-modes are supported. However, if non-zero thermal e�ets are takeninto aount one an show [5℄ that A / T 2 and onsequently 1P / T i.e. theperiods sale like 1=T where T is the entral temperature. Consequently,the inrease of the pulsation period an be alulated from the followingformula: _PP / � _TT = � LCvMWDT : (3)



White Dwarfs as a Soure of Constraints on Exoti Physis 3687In the seond part of the above formula (equality) the aforementioned Mestelooling law has been applied [4℄.The onlusion is that from the rate of period inrease one is able toextrat the rate of temperature derease � hene the ooling speed. Now,let us suppose that astroseismologial data provided us with the observedspeed of pulsation period inrease _Pobs: Independently to this observablequantity, we have our theoretial expetations3 onerning an analogousquantity _P0 without additional ooling. If we onfront observations withtheory we an expet two situations: a disagreement and an agreement. Inthe �rst ase disagreement means that _Pobs > _P04 then one an interpretthis as an indiation of a new hannel of energy loss operating with theluminosity Lnew: Lnew = L  _Pobs_P0 � 1! ; (4)where L represents standard photon ooling.The seond ase is more deliate. Had the observations an in�nite pre-ision one would say that agreement exluded any new hannels of energyloss. In pratie we speak about an agreement only in a statistial sense,i.e. that the theoretial value _P0 lies within say 2� on�dene interval of_Pobs: Then one an use an upper 2� value of _Pobs (let's denote it _Pobs;upper)to derive a bound: Lnew < L  _Pobs;upper_P0 � 1! (5)as an estimate for how muh of hypothetial new energy loss is allowed byobservations ombined with the standard theory.3. G117-B15A as a soure of onstraints on exoti physisZZ Ceti variable star G117-B15A has already been a well reognisedobjet in the ontext of astropartile physis [1, 3℄. Sine its disovery in1976 [7℄ G117-B15A has been extensively studied. Regarding its variabilitythe observed periods are 215.2, 271 and 304.4 s together with higher har-monis and linear ombinations thereof [8℄. Using the data aumulated overthe period 1976�1991 Kepler derived an upper limit to the rate of inrease ofmain pulsation period P = 215:2 s as _P = (12:0 � 3:5) � 10�15 s s�1. Thisrate appeared to be about 2�3 times as big as that aommodated within3 Based on the standard theory of stellar struture and evolution, but also on theknowledge of atual star's parameters like mass, e�etive temperature, hemial om-position of the ore and the envelope, whih are determined observationally.4 The ase _Pobs < _P0 would mean that there is something fundamentally wrong eitherwith theory or with observations � so in our ontext this situation is inonlusive.



3688 B. Male, M. Biesiadastandard CO dwarf models whih predited _P = (2 � 6) � 10�15 s s�1.This motivated Isern et al. [3℄ to onjeture that axion emission ould beresponsible for the phenomenon. Very reently, with a muh longer timeinterval of aquired data, Kepler et al. [20℄ realulated the rate of periodinrease and found signi�antly lower value of _P = (2:3�1:4)�10�15 s s�1.Hene it has been laimed that the 215.2 s mode of G117-B15A is perhapsthe most stable osillation ever reorded in the optial band (with a stabilityompared to milliseond pulsars [9℄).This irumstane made it possible to derive bound on axion mass [9℄ andthe ompati�ation saleMs in the theory with large extra dimensions [10℄.3.1. Constraints on large extra-dimensionsThe interest in physial theories with extra spatial dimensions has re-ently experiened onsiderable revival. In partiular, it is has been on-jetured [11℄ that ompati�ation sale ould be at the order of a TeV,orresponding to a weak-sale string theory. Suh a low ompati�ationsale is attrative from experimental perspetive. In this theory, gravity isessentially n+4 dimensional whereas all other physial �elds are on�ned to4-dimensional brane. The relation between the Plank mass in 4 dimensions(MPl = 1:2 1019 GeV=2), the string mass sale in 4+n dimensions Ms andthe radius R of extradimensional spae reads:Rn = �~�n M2PlMn+2s 
n ; (6)where 
n is the volume of the unit n-sphere. Present laboratory limits [14℄give 1 TeV as lower bound on Ms. Assuming that Ms is of order of TeV(sustaining the hopes of experimental veri�ation of multidimensionality ofthe world) one an immediately rule out n = 1 beause in that ase one wouldexpet modi�ed gravity at distanes R � 1015 m whih is not observed.At an energy sale muh lower than ompati�ation sale, one an on-strut an e�etive theory of KK gravitons interating with the standardmodel �elds [12℄. Barger et al. [13℄ have alulated Kaluza�Klein gravi-ton emissivities in �ve proesses interesting from astrophysial perspe-tive: photon-photon annihilation, eletron�positron annihilation, Gravi�Compton�Primako� sattering, Gravi-bremsstrahlung in a stati eletri�eld and nuleon�nuleon bremsstrahlung. Kaluza�Klein gravitons an ou-ple to photons whih leads to the �rst proess, similarly eletron�positronpair an annihilate into Kaluza�Klein gravitons, in the third proess sat-tering of photons by eletrons may lead to Kaluza�Klein graviton emissionvia Compton or Primako� proesses (onversion of photons into Kaluza�Klein gravitons) � respetive Feynman diagrams an be found in [13℄. First



White Dwarfs as a Soure of Constraints on Exoti Physis 3689of the last two proesses onsists in bremsstrahlung emission of Kaluza�Klein gravitons in stati eletri �eld of ions, the next one is similar �the bremsstrahlung emission of gravitons by nuleons (in eletri �eld ofnuleons). One an expet that �rst proess beomes e�etive in hot starswhere the photon density is large enough, the seond one in stars with abun-dant eletron�positron pairs (i.e. mainly the protoneutron or young neutronstars) et.Beause white dwarfs are dense and ool one an expet that dominantproess of Kaluza�Klein graviton emission is gravi-bremsstrahlung of ele-trons. The spei� (mass) emissivity estimated by Barger et al. [13℄ is" = 5:86 10�75T 3ne�M4s Xj njZ2j for n = 2 ; (7)" = 9:74 10�91T 4ne�M5s Xj njZ2j for n = 3 ; (8)where T is the temperature of isothermal ore, � is the density, ne and nj arethe number densities of eletrons and ions, respetively. Total Kaluza�Kleingraviton luminosity an be obtained asLKK = MWDZ0 " dm : (9)The white dwarf pulsator G117-B15A has a mass of 0:59 M�, e�etivetemperature Te� = 11620 K [17℄ and luminosity log(L=L�) = �2:8 [18℄(i.e. L = 6:18 � 1030 erg s�1). Typial model for suh CO star preditsthe entral temperature T = 1:2 � 107 K [9℄ and matter density � =0:97 � 106 g m�3. We assume that mean moleular weight per eletron is�e � 2. This allows us to estimate eletron number density ne. Followingdetailed alulations by Salaris [19℄ hemial omposition of the ore hasbeen taken as 83% of oxygen by mass and remaining 17% of arbon. Thenby virtue of eletri neutrality of the star one is able to estimate nj. Now wean estimate the power radiated away from the white dwarf ore in the formof Kaluza�Klein gravitons LKK. In order to derive the lower bound on Msone an take (in the role of _Pobs;upper in (5)) an upper 2� limit of _P equal to5:1� 10�15 s s�1 [20℄. Following [9℄ we assume _P0 = 3:9� 10�15 s s�1. Byvirtue of relation (5) one an verify that reently established seular stabilityof the fundamental osillation mode of G117-B15A implies LKK < 0:308 Lwhih translates to: Ms > 14:3 TeV=2 for n = 2 :



3690 B. Male, M. BiesiadaRespetive graviton emission rates for n = 3 (and greater) theories turnout to be negligible, hene we do not quote the resulting numbers.It is interesting to ompare our result with existing astrophysial on-straints on string ompati�ation sale within the framework of the theoryproposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [11℄. Helioseismologialand red-giant type onsiderations were performed by Cassisi et al. [15℄. Theyalulated detailed solar models taking into aount energy loss in Kaluza�Klein gravitons expliitly in their ode and obtained the lower bound for Msequal to 0:3 TeV=2. More stringent limit was derived from simulating theglobular luster Hertzsprung�Russel diagram [15℄ (implementing Kaluza�Klein graviton emissivity into FRANEC evolutionary ode). By virtue ofomparing predited luminosity of RGB tip with observations Cassisi et al.obtained a �red-giant� bound for Ms to be 3�4 TeV=2. Our estimate ofthe string energy sale implied by reently reported stability of ZZ Ceti starG117-B15A equal to 14:3 TeV=2 is muh stronger than above mentionedstellar evolutionary bounds.Among existing astrophysial bounds on Kaluza�Klein theories withlarge extra dimensions only the supernova onstraints are more restritive.They demand Ms >30�130 TeV=2 [13, 16℄ and are based on a di�er-ent mehanism of Kaluza�Klein graviton emission � the nuleon�nuleonbremsstrahlung. On the other hand the lesson learned in testing the physisof axions shown that �rst straightforward supernova bounds were reduedby an order of magnitude when more aurate nulear physis was em-ployed [22℄.In quite reent paper by Hannesteed and Ra�elt [25℄ it has been arguedthat EGRET gamma ray �ux limit for nearby neutron stars puts even morestringent onstraint Ms > 500 TeV=2 on theories with two large extradimensions. In so far as these limits ould in the end be deisive in theontext of Arkani-Hamed, Dimopluolos, Dvali model, this should not weakenour onlusion that astroseismologial determination of white dwarf oolingmight beome a useful tool in broadly understood astropartile physis.The bound quoted in this paper is based on white dwarf ooling. Thephysis underlying this proess is very simple hene one an expet that theresult is robust (within the framework of the theory proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [11℄). Kaluza�Klein graviton emissivity atthe relevant densities and temperatures of white dwarfs is dominated by thegravi-bremsstrahlung proess taking plae in the degenerate and isother-mal ore. The mass of the ore (essentially equal to the mass of the star,sine the outer helium layer omprises less than 0:01 MWD), its temperatureand hemial omposition an be reliably estimated by �tting evolutionarymodels to observational harateristis suh like e�etive temperature orosillation periods.



White Dwarfs as a Soure of Constraints on Exoti Physis 36914. Perspetives for the futureThe ooling rate of B117-G15A pulsating star is onstrained by measure-ments whih are performed with great auray. The most reent determi-nation of the seular rate of hange of the period [20℄ took into aount allthe periodiities and the error bars reported therein an be onsidered assafe. It an be argued [9℄ that remaining unertainty � mostly from modeidenti�ation proedure and the preise physial harateristis (mass ortemperature) is of order of 1� 10�11 s s�1. Other e�ets like the ontribu-tion of the proper motion [20,21℄ or the rate of reation 12C(�; )16O whihdetermines the strati�ation of the ore at �nal stage of the asymptoti gi-ant branh, both ontribute an order of magnitude smaller value to the �nalunertainty.The detailed disussion of using a pulsational ode oupled to evolution-ary ode aimed at onstraining an axion mass by observed stability of thefundamental mode of G117-B15A an be found in a reent paper by Córsioet al. [9℄. One of the onlusions formulated in [9℄ was that the boundson axion mass derived from simple estimates like performed in the presentpaper (in a di�erent ontext) or in [3℄ are in good agreement with evolu-tionary alulations. Although axion emissivity has di�erent temperaturedependene than that of Kaluza�Klein gravitons, one an expet the samefor gravitons. Hene the B117-G15A pulsator remains an important tool fortesting fundamental physis.Preeding setions illustrate the story how did a ertain ZZ Ceti pulsatingwhite dwarf star beome the soure of very strong astrophysial onstraints.A deade ago [3℄ the same star G117-B15A was onsidered as suspetedfor the evidene of extra ooling (supposedly due to axion emission) andsine then has been mentioned in this ontext many times [1℄. Improvedobservational data announed a perfet agreement of the ooling speed ofG117-B15A with preditions of standard theory � another triumph of stan-dard physis in understanding the elestial bodies. So we do really have anew astrophysial soure of onstraints on exoti physis.Is this the �nal onlusion? Although it is an important one it is insome sense disappointing sine most of sienti� e�orts are driven by thedesire to explain the unknown. In partiular it would be good to havea andidate in whih a non-standard physis ould help in eluidating itspeuliar behaviour. In these losing remarks we will point toward suh aandidate.Reent observations of pulsating hot �pre-White Dwarf� PG 1159-035(GW Virginis), whih is a prototype of a new lass of pulsating hot WhiteDwarfs, have indiated that its osillation period P = 516 s [23℄ inrease at
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